
SOLUTION SUMMARY 

 
 

According to an Ipsos survey for the World Economic Forum, 72 percent of respondents 
predict that hybrid learning models will be the norm by 2025. To stay ahead of the curve, 
higher education institutions need to enlist remote-access teaching and learning tools. 
But how do IT professionals provide virtualized learning environments to faculty and 
students without compromising security or user experience? 
 

The Apporto Difference  
 

Unlike alternative approaches, such as DaaS or VDI, Apporto’s secure virtual desktops 
safely deliver data, apps, and tools in the browser via HTML events and messages, so 
there’s no need to worry about the security posture of the endpoint device.  
 

What’s more, our solution was specifically built for the unique needs of the higher 
education community. Apporto secure virtual desktops give faculty and students the 
reliability and flexibility they want while providing IT with the ease of management and 
security they need.  
 
Built around the core Zero Trust concept of “Trust no one and always verify,” our virtual 
desktops ensure everyone both inside and outside of an organization is authorized before 
any interaction with network applications or data occurs. Plus, with Apporto’s secure 
virtual desktops, sensitive data is stored in the cloud instead of on vulnerable endpoint 
devices.  

 

Benefits:  
● A Responsive and Powerful User Experience On and Off Campus: Users have 

a seamless experience anywhere and at any time inside the virtual desktop, 

providing excellent sound and video conferencing, as well as supporting 

demanding 3D applications. 

● High Performance at an Unbeatable Price: No upfront investment, no systems 

integrators, no implementation, and no consulting fees…everything is already 

included in a predictable, monthly price. Plus, Apporto uses advanced auto-

scaling and optimization algorithms to keep costs low.  

● No Technical Expertise Required: Faculty and students access tools and 

applications through an easy-to-use portal on the device of their choice   

     The next-generation virtual desktop that helps you 

achieve a Zero-Trust security posture. 
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● Reduce Administrative Burden: IT no longer has to spend time maintaining, 

patching, upgrading, or scaling infrastructure resources. Apporto manages all 

of that for you, so your administrators can focus on other priorities.  

● Boost Student Productivity: Slow applications are frustrating and make it hard 

for students working remotely to complete their projects. Apporto addresses 

high network latency by utilizing a unique geo-optimizing technology that 

connects users to the closest data center, ensuring low latency and high 

productivity.  

● Increase Organizational Agility: Deploy in days with no expensive consultants 

required. Support new geographies in no time. Scale up and down as needed.  

 

Ready to Learn More?  
Visit apporto.com today to schedule a live demo and see for yourself why hundreds of 

colleges and universities trust Apporto with their digital transformation.  

 

 

 

 


